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Zusammenfassung
Das Computerprogramm KASY" das in Karlsruhefür die Rechenanlage
IBM 360/50 geschrieben wurde, löst die dreidimensionale Dif'fusions-
gleichung mit einer Synthesemethode, die im voraus erstellte zwei-
dimensionale Versuchsfunktionen benützt.
Der erste Teil dieses Berichts beschreibt den Test der in KASY
verwendeten Fluss-Synthesemethode durch einen Vergleich mit einem
dreidimensionalen" totalmDerischen Programm. Verglichen werden Grössen
wie keff'" Kontrollstabreaktivitäten, sowie Fluss- und Reaktionsraten.
Im zw·eiten Teil wird die Synthesemethode auf die Auswertung einer
Reihe von Kontrollstabexperimenten angewandt., Diese unf'assen EinZelstab-
messungen sowie Abschattungsef'fekte mehrerer Stalbe in einem schnellen
Brütercore.
S um m a r y.
The computerprogramKASY, written at Karlsruhe for the I.D.M. 360/65,
solves the three-dimensional diffusion equation by means of a synthesis
method using available two-dimensional trial tunetions.
The first part of this report i8 devoted to the test of the
flux syJ\thesismethod used in KASY with respect to results obtained by a
direct three-dimensional prograa , The results considered are : k f"'"e I
control rod reactivities, flux and reaction rate maps.
In the second part tqe KASY synthesis is applied to the evaluation
of a dlversified series of contro! rod experiments in a fast breeder core
cont~ining oneormorecontrol rads.
3. August 1971
s 0 m mai r e.
Le progranane KA5'f, ec:dt a Karlsruhe pour l'ordina.teur !.F.l:;. ;60/65,
resout l'equa.tion de diffu.sion a treis dimensions au moyend'une me thode
de synthese efuployant des fonctions d'essai a deux dimensions pre.Q6terminees.
La. premiere partie de ce ra,pport est consacree an test de la methode
de synthese des flux, employee dans KASY, par rapport aux resultats obtenus
par un programme ab'ois dimensions. Les resultats consioeres sont : keff'
les reactivites de barresde contr6le et Les cartes de i'lux et de tau.x de
reaction.
Dans la seconde partie, la synthese kAsY est app1iquee a l' int.erpreta-
tion d'un vaste programme d'experiencesde barres de contro1e, dans un coeur
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Written at Karlsruhe for the I.B.M. 360/65, the computer program KASY [1]
solves the three-dimensional diffusion equation by means of a synthesis method
using available tvTO-dimensional trial functions. The method of solution
Ls based on the variational process due to Kantoro'Witch and developed by
Kaplan [2] •
KASY determilles k mixing functions ~ of' the third variable Z
and constructs the three-dimensiona.l flux f'unctions \J (X YZ) by means er the
follo\ving linear combination :
teX Yz) = L ~(Z) • I\(X y)
k
where the k functions 1\ are linearly independent trial functions of the
two variables X and Y.
The mixing functions are determined as so.Iutdons of a. system of equa-
tions analogous to the classical diffusion equation, in Which the coeffi-
eients are averaged over the pla.ne of the tvlO variables XY.
"*These coefficientsmaybeaveraged with the adjoint flux I\. or the
direct flux 11t aa weighting function. The second function has been pre-
ferred here because of the associated computer time savings (this is re-
ferred to as Galerkin t s method).
The complete details of the KASY program are given in the report [1];
it includes basic theory, method of solution, possible options, input data
and comments on the use of the program •
The three possible geometries in the KASY program are XY/Z, Re tz
and RZ/e. Only the XY/Z geometry is utilized in this report.
In principle, the trial functions ~ may be a:ny mathematical functions
of X and Y wbich obey the boundary conditions of the problem. In practice,
however, such a function 1s a flux distribution; it is the solution of the
diffusion equation in two dimensions obtained by a 2-D diffusion program •
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The neutron energy group index has been anitted tor simplicity• In
this report a 4 - or 5 - energy group scheme is used ,
The first chapter of this report presents comparisons of KABY results
with those from a direct three-dimensional diffusion program, TRITON [3] •
The computational results taken for comparison are keff' reactivity diffe-
rences & and maps of the fluxes and the fission rates. Cases with and
"ITithout control rods, fu11y or partially inserted, in a central or off-
center position are considered.
In the second chapter, a typical case of application Of KASY is des-
cribed : the evaluation er aseries of control rod experiments performed
in the fast critical assembly SNEAK at Karlsrube [4] •
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1. Compa.rison with direct three-dimensional results.
1 .1 . Problems considered.
1.1.1. The 3-D synthesis perrormed bymeans er the KASYprogram is tested
by canparing its results with those obtained by a direct
3-D diffusion program TRITON (3), in its version used at
BEWONOCLEAIRE •
1 .1 .2. The geometrical model represented Ls XYZ.
1.1.'. Two different eases of application have been selected for
consideration. These are the following :
A) insertion of a B4C control rod (with a sodium-steel
foliower) at the center of ZPR-III-48, a 370 liter
OC - PuC core] 6] ;
B) insertion of a tantalum control rod at an off-center po-
sition in SNEAK-2C, a 880 liter 002 - Pu02 coze [41 .
1 .1.4. The followin..g results of calculation are compared : multi-
plication coefficients keff with a control rod full in, full
out and half inserted, the reactivity changes Ak associated
with the insertion of the control rod and the three-dimensional
maps of fluxes and fission rates withand without the control
rod presence in the core.
1.1.5. In the practical application of a synthesis method the pro-
blem arises as to choosing adequately the number and the nature
of the trial functions. All trial functions used here are
2-D(XY) flux distributions, in 5 or 4 energy groups, generated
by the 2-D diffusion program DIXY er Karlsruhe 15]. The trial
functions considered in these tests may be grouped in three
distinct categories : core functions, blanket functions and
auxiliaryf\ll1ctions.
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1.1.6. The coz-e fUl1ctions aze the solutions of normal 2-D(XY) pro-
blems, that is, flux distributions in a horizontal plane
which characterizes one axial slice of the reactor-, A core
containing a contral rod partially inserted may be divided
in two axial slices : core containing absorber, core contain-
ing follower. These 2-D calculations are performed using
transverse buckling values, Which w~re selected as constant
(region and energy independent).
j .1 .7. The blanket functions are also relative to axfa.l, slices, but
in the axial bla.nket Metion • The transverse buckling is set
equal to zero , It is of' course possible to improve the
b1&~ket trial tw1ctions by using space and energy dependent
B~ values extracted fram previous (RZ) calculations.
It is also possible to do the same for the core tria~ func-
t ions. However the main goal in these comparisons is to find
convenient, quick, and systematical means of synthesis which
give easily reproducible results practically independent of
any assumption on auxiliary dat.a such 80S the bucklings.
1.1.8. The auxiliary functions are generated by tvlO-d:imensional cal-
culations in 1ihich fuel is placed in a Particula.r radial re-
gion of the rea.ctor, with the remaining space filled 1dth
an absorber. The idee. 1s to generate a. quasi step function,
wich i.vhen combined ,,,ith a reference core function" vlOuld allorl
one to improve the synthesis in the region er interest.
1.1.9. In the first awlication (ZIR-III-48)" core and bla.nket functions
a.re used , vmile in the secend application the three types
of trial functions are used and tested~
*Sometimes only one trial function is used by K.ASY. Although trivial, such
a synthesis has first of all the advantage of coherence. In addition the
results are generally satisfactory.
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The second application represents a rather severe test of
the synthesis method because of the off-center position
of the control rod and also of the low ratio of
core height-to-diameter (< 0.5).
1.2. E.eff and reactivity changes with a central control rod.
1 .2.1. Table I below gives the kef f calculated byTRlTON and !CASY
for the three cases relative tö the insertion of a central
control rod in Zm-III-48. These are full insertion ("rod
in"), half insertion ("rod half in") and non insertion
("rod out": or "rollower in"). The reactivity changes coz-
responding to the half and full insertion er the rod are
also compa--r-ed.
Four different trial functions have been used in the syn-
thesis :
0) 2 8 -4-21 core with follower, B = .8 10 cm ;
0) 2 8 -4-22 core with absorber rod, B= .8 10 cm ;
3°) blanket with folIower, B2 = 0;
4°) blanket with absorber rod, B2 =o.
The synthesis results are distinguished according to the
combinations of trial funetions. KASY (core functions)
meana that the core functions only were used {combinations :
(1 ), (1,2), (2 » andKASY (core and bla.nket function a) means
the combinations (1,3), (1,2,3), (2,4).
table I. ZfR-III-48, ccmparlson KASY-TRITl1M, Kef f and 6k.





rod out .»389 ( .9959) (1 ) .9883 (1,3) .9386
rod h.üf in .W2f2 (1,2) .gn6 (1,2,3) ·W79
rod in .9683 (.W54) (2) .9677 (2,4) .9680
Al!: (10-4)
rod out-rod half in 10"{ 107 107
rod half in _ rod in 99 99 99
rod out - rod in 206 (205) 206 206
I




1 .2 .2. The computer times needed f'or the three problems on tbe
LB.M. 360/65 were the following (the preparation of' the
cross-sectiPns was not taken into account, common time
< 1') :
TRITON: 79'
KASY (including the DIXY calculat1ons)
core funct10ns : 5; 30"
core and blanket functions : 7' 40"
1.2.3. As rar as keff 1s concerned, the synthesis using respective-
ly core functions or core and blanket functions reproduce
the TRITON results with systematic deviations
- 6 10-4 (core functions) ;
- 3 10-4 (core and blanket functions).
1.2 .4. As far as reactivity changes Ak a.re concerned, the KASY
results are identical to the TRITON results within the
convergence accuracy, but with a factor of :14 (core func-
tions) or 10 (core and blanket functions) in computer
time savdngs ,
1 .}. Flux and fission rate maps with a· central control rod.
1.3.1. Table A.2. in the Appendix 2 gives as an example a general
flux map for the ZFR-III-48 "rod out" case , The most typi-
cal mesh points have been considered, including points in-
side of homogeneous zones as well as points on the bounda-
ries. Die boundaries between the core, blanket and control
rod have been doublelined.
The flux map is normalized to 1000 at its maximun value
(group 2 at point (1,1,1».
One may observe that the spectrun 1s very hard. In all the
regions, groups 1, 2 and 3 (E> 10 keV) represent more than
90 dp of the total flux. Spatially, the flux 1s rapidly de-
creasing through the blanket, roughly one magnitude for
each 25 cm distance.
1.3.2. The flux maps obtained by TRITON and KASY are compared for
the case "rod half in" in fables A.3., A.4. and A-5. of
the Appendix 2.
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The samenormalization as mentioned above was applied to
both sets of results. The ma.ximum flux occurs here in group
2 at the point (4,1,11), at the boundary be tween the cor-e and
the f'o.Ll.owe.r rod, slightly below thecore midplane.
The Tables A.3., A.4. and A.5~ give directly the relative
• ~KASY - 11> TRITON
devJ.ations, t ' in percerrt ,
TRITON
1.3.3~ Table A.6. giveF, in the coze and ble.nket regions, the rela-
tive deviations in the total fissi.on rate. The total fis-
sion rate is considered the.mQst interesting reaction ra.te
as far as power reactor design is concerned , The values in
Table A.6. are renormalized to the integral of the fission
rate over the core volume.
In the contral rod, the total cB.pture rate i8 considered.
'!'his capture rate, mostly due toB
10
in theabsorber part,
is related to the reactivity valueof thecontrol rod.
1.3.4. The examfnatdon of the deviations in rates is enhanced when
one conatder-s separately the different zones of the reactor,
and the boundaries of the zones , It 18 clear for example,
tbltt the plane Z:: 5, which contains the boundary core-axial
blanket, islikely to represent a major difficulty for the
synthesis proceas ,
tiine zones 01' boundarIes have been distinguished for this
purpose :
1 °) i tcore, nner par j
2°) core, inner and outer ra.dil'l.1 boundarIes j
3°) core, upper and lower planes (Z= 5 and 15) ;
4°) core, "corner points" (13,1,5 and 15) ;
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5°) radial blanket, surrounding the core (height of the
core) ;
6°) axial blank.et, surrounding the core (radius of' the
core) ;
1°) "corners" of the blanket;
8°) control rod (absorber or folIower ) in the core ;
9°) control rod (absorber- or follo"i'ler) in the blanket.
1.3.5. Table II below sumnarizes the largest deviations for the
nine zones or subzones mentioned ; for the core and blan-
ket regions (zones 1 to 1), deviations in the fission rate
are presented ; for the control rod (zones 8 and 9), devia-
tions in the capture rate.
Table 11. ZPR-III-48 - Rod half in.
Largest deviations in the
FKASY - FTRITON (in ,,)
F
TRITON
fission and capture rate
Largest deviations
c " .1. .... ;;:, (in ~)
In the fission rate
1. core, inner part 0.9
2. Core, inner and outer radial boundaries 2.4
3. Core, upper and lower planes (Z =5 and 15) 1.6
4. Core, "corner points" (13,1,5 and 15) 1
5· Radial blanket, surrounding the core 6
6. Axial blanket, surrounding the core 10
7. Blanket corners 66
In the capture rate
8. Control rod in the core 1
9. Control rod in the blanket 6
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1.3.6. In the considered case~ the synthesis gives rela.tively bad
results in theblanketcorners and at the corner point of
the core. If one excludes these zones, the com;parison
gives satisfactory resu:l,.ts for KASY.
1.4.!effand reactivity changes vlith an off-center cöntrol rod.
1.4.1. In this second test (SNEAK-2C), many different trial func-
tions have been util1zed in thesynthesis. These are :
1°) core with a tantalum rod, B2 = 1.1610-3 cm-2
2°) a reference core (without control rods}, "# = 1 .16 :10-3 cm-2
3°) blanket with a tantalun rod, B2 = 0
.. 2
4°) reference blanket, B = 0
5°), 6°), 1°), 8°) auxiliar,y trial fUnctions, B2 = Ö
The auxiliary trial functions correspond to the presence
of :
5°) core zQne; (SEEAK) in the rod position;
6()1 core zone Zl (SNEAK) in cora zone 1 ;
1°) core zone Z2 (SNEAK) in core zone 2;
8°) blanket material in radial blanket ;
surrounded each time by an absorber (tantalum) elsewhere.
The purpose of these f'Unctions is, as outlined in paragraph
1.1.8., to emphasiie in the synthesis a particular region of
the horizontal cross-section of the core . These trialfunc-
tions are also usedas weighting functions of the diffusion
parameters D and E in the synthesis. The coefficients vTeight-
ed by such funetions (and leading to a particular cet of
mixing functionszk) are approximately representative of
the region of interest.
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Different syntheses have been performed, eombining one,
tvro or three trial funetions among those available.
1.4.2. Table III below gives the kef f ealeulated by TRITON and
KASY, for the two considered eases : reference 8lld con-
trol r.od f'uJ.1 inserted. The reaetivity changes corres-
ponding to the replaeement of fuel by absorber (tantalum)
are also compared.
The g,ynthesis results are distinguished aeeording to the
eombinations of trial functions 'ihieh ~rere used.
Table Ur. SNEAK-2C, comparison KASY-TRI~kef f and 6.k.
Methods keff keff b.k (10-4)
reference Rod in





1 trial function (2) .gr64 (1) .9594 170
2 trial functions (2,4) .gr68 (1,3) .9598 170




3 trial functions (2,4,6) .7769 (1,3,6) ·9599 170
(2,4,8) .n68 (1,3,8) .9598 170
(1,2,3) .9598
*: 2-D results obtained with an estima.ted r1-.
~e numbers cf the trial function used are indicated in brackets.
... 15 -
1.4.5. One observes fram table 1:I1 that inspite of thc. approximate
B
2
values used in the DIXY 2-D calculations, \Thich give a
0.4 ~ too high keff' the keffobtained by synthesis are very
good.
As an additional testthe constant B2 of 1.16 10-5 em-2 was
modified to 1.13 10-3 cm-2 in the DIXY calculations. With
these DIXY fluxes, the synthesis was repeated with one and
two trial :Nl.nctions (2, 4 .and 1,.3).
The influence of the 5 10 difference in B2 on the keff given
by synth~sis was foundto be smalleI' than 10-5 &. This
confirms a similar conclusion already obtained in [1]· for
other core configurations.
It La an advantage of the synthesis technique that approxi-
mate B2 values in the 2-D calculations are sufficient.
1.4.4. As far as k ~n is concerned. the synthesis using, respecti-elr - - -
vely 1, 2 or 5 trial functions reproduce the mITON results
with ~stP.mAtic deviations:
- 6 10-4 (one trialfunction) .;
2 10-4 ( t wo trial f'unctions, with the best combination) ;
-4 (- 1 10 three trial functions, with the best combLna-
tion) •
1.4.5. The best single T.F.*isunambiguously fixed. It Ls the
cora function whicb corresponds to the censidered case
(reference or rod in).
The best 2 T.F,. ~ombination associates the core runctLon with
either the appropriate blanket f'unction (5 er 4), or the
8.u.xiliary T.F. NI' 6, wich emphasiZes the central core
zone ~.~ Emphasizing other sones, namely the control rod
instead of the central zone, does not give as good results.
Ji.r .F. = trial function.
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The be st 3 T.F. combina.tion is the appropriate core and
blanket f'unctions and the auxiliary function typical of
the central core zone , Substituting the latter by other
T.F. gives slightly worse results.
1.4.6. AB far as reactivity changes & are concerned, KASY repro-
duces the TRITON results within the convergence accuracy.
1. .4.7. Such remarkable results correspond to the following running
times :
'mITON (reference and rod in, respectively 8 and 16 itera-
tions) : 90'







1.5. Flux and fission rate maps with an off-center control rod.
1.5.1. Table A.7. in Appendix gives a general flux map for the
SNEAK-2C "rod in" case , The most interesting mesh points
are considered. The boundaries between core, blanket and
control rod are doublelined.
The flux values are normalized to 1000 at the maximum
(group 3at point 1,22,,13).
**Detail er the DIXY times T.F. 1 (18 iterations): 2'20"
T.F.2 (14 iterations): 1'50"
T.F.3+4 (8 iterations):!'
T.F. 5+6+7+8 (11 iterations) : t'20n
Detail of the KASY times : one T.F. (13 iterations): 40"
two T.l. (19 iterations) : l'
Three T.F. (22 iterations) : 1 '20"
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Which respect to the first test (ZPR-III-48) a larger number
of points in the bla.nket a.re considered, and namely points
placed on the most outer boundaries of the system, 'I"nere the
fluxes are relatively small (about a factor 50 smaller than
on the outer core boundary).
The neutron spectrum in the core and blanket is approximately
as har-d as in the preceding test. The groups j, 2 and 3
(E > 21.5 keV) comprise about 9O.1v or more or the total flux.
1 .5.2. 'l'he f'lux mapsi'f obtained by TRITON and KASY arecompared for
the case "rod in" for .all thegro~s (1 to 4) in Tables A.8.,
A.9., A.l0. and A.ll. o·f the Appendix. The values in the
t KASY- ~ TRITON
tables are the relative deviations ~ , in parcerrt •
i TRITON
1.5.3. Table A.12. of the Appendix gives the relative deviations in
the fission rate incore and blanket regions after renorma.li-
sation to the integral of the fission rate ovsr the core
V'olune. In the cont.ro1 rod the capture rateis examined 0
1.5.4. Three different KASY syntheses aze compared with 1J:{rr'ON using
respectively, one, two and three trial functions. These a.re
the best combins.tions er trial functions found as far as kerf
and D.k are concerned, that Ls
one trial function
tw trial functions




1.5.5. As for the first test, the devia.tlons have been examined by
subdiv1ding the system Lrrto zones and boundarLes , The same
nine zones Cr bounda.ries (see paragraph 1 .;.4.) have been
distinguished B.r.d, in addition, the upper and lmver boundaries
of' the axial blanket (not examined for ZP.R), 'l,mich are outer
boundaries ror the system itself.
*Her$ are presented results for the plane J=22. The perpendicular plane x=14
was also considered in detail j the deviations were found similar.
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1.5.6. Ta.bIe rv beLow surmna.rizes the Iargest deviations in each
subzone • In the core and blanket regions devla.tions in
the fission rate are presented. In the control rod,
devia.tions in the capture rate are given.
'lable IV. SNEAK-2C, rod in,
Largest deviations in the fission or capüure rate :
FKASY - FTRITON
~.........._~........-- (in ~) •
F
TRITON








On the fission rate
1..0
1.2
1. Core, inner part
:2. Core, inner and outer ra-
dial boundaries
3. Core, upper plane (Z =6)
I 4. Core, "corner point"
(21;22,6)
5. Radial blanket, surreund-
ing the core
6. Axial bla.nket, surround-
ins the core
b. bis. Axial blanket, upper
plane
7. :Blanket corners
8. Control rod, core section























1.5.7. Here again the synthesis gives relatively bad results in the
blanket corners and at the corner point er the core , This i8
also the case for the u;p;per ;plane of the axd.aL b Lanket ,
Excluding these zones the results are generally satisfactory,
as illustrated in Figure 6 vmich represents, superimposed on
the geometrica.l reactor model, the lines of constant 1 %, 5 tf."
20 10 and 50 'fo deviations for the synthesis using three trial
functions.
1.5.8. With the combinatlions of trial fu.'1ctions formed, the use of
several.trial ~lllctionsdoes notresult in any sUbstantial
improvement inthe crucial zones mentioned.
In the core regions, and to a lesser extent in the blanket
regions (inner par-t ) 1 one observea, in the consd.dez-ed cases,
no real change ~men passing fram one to two trial functions,
but. a signi:fica.nt :i.m.provement l'lith three f'unctdons ,
- 20 -
2. Application to an experimental evaluation.
2.1 • Descri;ption of the ;problem.
2.1 .:1. The series of SNEAK-2 experiments [4], performed from June
to November 1969, was the first simulation in SNEAK of a
sodium-cooled two-zone core of the Sr..'R* type. In aportion of
this program, SNEAK-2C, reactivity changes and fission
rate traverses were mea.sured in the core with various confi-
gurations of absorber rods (B4C, Ta ) and/or followers (Na,Al).
The traverses were measured in the radial, axial and azimuthal
directions. The control rods were located either at the cen-
ter or near the boundary between two core zones , In the other
positions, three rods were present simultaneously in order
to study the shielding effects.
The SNEAK-2Ccore configuration resulted from the substitu-
tion of a sector zone, containing plutonium, into a uranium·
fuelled ccre (SNEAK-2A) : see Figure 3 for a typical repre-
sentation • Throughout the SNEAK-2C experiments, 5 different
core configurations, differing by the radial size of the
core, were loaded. The larger radial core size was necessa-
ry in order to compensate for the relatively high negative
reactivity of the absorbers used (up to 3 ;, &) •
The repert [10 describes in detail the principle'S and purposes
of these control rod experiments; it gives the sequence of
the measurements and reports on the complete eva.luation.
2.1.2. A portion of the measured quantities could be calculated using
a two-dimensional geometrical model. However, the adequate
representation of partially inserted control rods requires the
three dimensional capabilities of KASY.
*SNR Schneller Natriumgekühlter Reaktor.
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The synthesis method 'WaS applied to the entire series of
experiments in SNEAK-2C (see [4] ). In this report
only three particular cases of application areselected
and considered in detail. They are :
- reactivity changes associated with e. single Al-Ta con-
trol rod inouter position 1 ;
- reactivity changes and fission rate traverses associated
with three half inserted B. C control z-ods , placed on outertl ,
positions 1, 2, 3;
- characteristic curve of reactivity versus insertion depth
for a single B
4
C contral rod, in inner (but not centraJ.)
- position 4, whenthe three positions 1,2, 3 are occuPied
by full inserted 134C.
2.1.3. As aent.Loned- in Chapter 1., a11 the reactivity changes are
calculated to an accuracy of' 10-4 or greater.
The accuracy of the fission traverses as calculated with KASY
is given in Chapter 1.
In the following applications, the simplest means of synthe-
sis was chosen : one trial funetion (full or no insertion of
the control rod) er tv10 trial fUnctions (partial insertion
of the contral rod).
W1th respect to a direet three":dimensionaJ. calculation, the
calculation by KASY of a radial fission rate traverse in the
core midplane Ls acouza'te to within
1 10 in tbe centraJ. core sone ;
1 1> in the outer core sene ;
4 ~ in the radial bla.nket,
if the traverse is normalized to a unit core avez-age vaJ.ue~
The capture rate in an off-center contral rod is repraduced
within 1 dp in the core section.
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An axial traverse in a core zone 2 (see F1g. 2) elose to an
off-center control rod 1s calculated to within the same
accur-acy, if one excludes the boundaräes, and to Idthin
4 ~, on the core-bla.nket boundary ,
An dimuthal traverse, between off-center contral rods, 18
calculated as accurate~ as aradial traverse.
For a11 points of the fission traverses located ~dthin the
core or the control rod, 1f onff renormalizes the axial tra-
verses to their coze average valueil:, the maximun deviation due
to the synthesis approximation i8 1 ~.
2.1.4. No reference to the corresponding results of measurements
will be made here , The aim of this report is to assess the
applicability of a matbem.atical tool used to solve control
rod design problems in complex geometries.
Clearly the sJ~thesis calculations reported here are limited
by the diffusion approximation on one säde, and are affected
by the errors of tha basic crosß-sactions on the other side.
A full comparison between calculation and experiment for the
SNEAK-2C contral rod series may be folIDd in Chapter 7 of' the
repert [4] •
2.2. Case one : reactivity changes with one control rod.
2.2.1. In the core of 494 elements, represented in Figures 3 and 4,
one single control rod of 4 SNEAK elements {10.88 x 10.88 an)
is inserted in outer position 1. This is near the boundary
between the two radial scnes Zl andZ2 of different enrich-
ment.
:ä Avera.ge over the cere portion of the traverse.
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The absozber consists of tantalun and the follower or alu-
miniun; see exact compositions in Table A.1 .. er the Appen-
dix.
The cases calculated are
1°) 2-dtmensions (XY) :
ä) core With Ta in position 1
b) core with Al in position 1 ;
2°) 3-dimensions (XY/Z) : Ta full inserted, half inserted
(designated Al-Ta) and not inserted (designated Al)
in position 1.
2.2.2. Table V beLow gives the kef f and Ak obbaäned , The simple
difference Ak =~ - ~ is retained as the reactivity corees-
ponding to the insertion of the absorber.
Table V. SNEAK-2C, first case, kerf and Ak.
Ik .DJ:' Ak ,- -
eJ.J.
pu - ) I
Cases 2-D(XY) 3-D(XY/Z) Cases 2-D{XY) }-D(XY/Z)
i
Al .$6393 .gr9d3 Al .... Al-Ta - 203
Al-Ta - .mCf> Al-Ta .... Ta - 112
Ta .98015 ·'lT533 Al-tTa ,.,8 375
2.2 ..3. From the kerf given in Table V one observes a. systematiCal
discrepancy2-D/3-D ot 0.5 10 Alt which is due to the low ~
used in the 2-D calculations. The 3-D ker r values have
been checked for a reference ca.se without control rod with
a 2-D(RZ) calculation with e. correction for cylindrisation,
and found to be correct. This confirms the lack of influence
2ot the B
Z
value used in the 2-D calculatiODS on the final
synthesis result (paragraph 1.4.3.)..
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2.2.4. The reactivity va.lue & calculated by KASY for the ha.J.f' in-
sertion of the absorber is 8 'fo larger than half the f'u11 in-
sertion value. Such a departure from syumetry for the cha.-
racteristic curve (explainable by the change of spectrtD in-
duced by the absorber at its lover end) may not be evidenced
of course by simple 2-D(XY) results.
2 .2 .,. The three-dimensional flux maps front the KASY calculations
have been used to evaluate the fission rate traverse 1DeS.SU-
rements. A typical example of such an evaluation is shown
in paragra.ph 2.3.
2.2 .6. The running times were the following on the I.13.1>1. 360/65
preparation of cross-sections (with condensation) : l'
two DIXY runs
three KASY runs
one using two trial functions
two using one trial function
12'
The synthesis calcula.tion represents here only one third
cf the t~~ used for the prepar-ation of cross-sections
and for the two-dimensional calculations •.
2.3. Case two : rea.ctivities and traverses with three control rods.
2.3.1. In the core of 539 elements represented in Figure 5, three
control rods of 4 SNEAK elements each, are placed in outer
pos1tions 1, 2 and 3, nea.r the boundary between the tvro ra-
dial cere zones z,./Z2. The positions have a distance of
30 cm from each other (center-to..center).
The absorber consf.st.s of 134C and the follovler of Na ;
see exact compositions in the Append~, Table A.1.
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The control rods in positions 2 and, are half inserted
(Na-B
4C)while
the centra1 one is, respectively, not-,
half- and full-inserted (Na., Na-B4C and B4C). The corres-
ponding reactivity changes are calculated 80S well 80S the
map of fission rates for the entire rod ba.nk half inserted.
2.'.2. The necessary 2-D calculations a.re therefore :
1°) core with :B4C in positions 2 and }, "rith alternately
a) Na in position 1 ;
b) B4C in position 1 ;
2°) core with Na in positions 2 and " with alternately :




2.}.}. Table VI below gives the reactivity changes Alt calculated
by KASY (no corresponding results obtainab1e by DIXY).
Table VI. SNEAK-2C, case 2, Alt (10-5) .
5Rods in Changes in Alt (10-/) Alt (10- )




4C N8o-B4C~B4C - 188
Na~4C - 422
2 .3.4,; One observes again from Table VI the same departure from
symmetrY er the reactivity versus insertion depth 80S 801-
ready found in paragraph 2.2.
The nse of 80 simple 2-,D(XY) model 18 not able to answer such
problems.
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2.3.5. Fission rate traverses in the radial, azimutal and axial. direc-
tions were also measured. The evaluation er these measure-
ments with the synthes1s method is illustrated in Figure 7.
One sees on this figure the radial distributions of the total
fission rate, as calculated for the core midplaue (transi-
tion plane between the three absorbers and their followers)
by KASY, compared with the corresponding distributions
through, regpectively, the upper and lower core halves (core
with B4C and core with Na in positions 1,2,3) obta1ned in
two-dimensional calculations.
2 ..4.. Case three : characteristic curve.of a contral rod.
2.4.1. In the core or 539 elements of Figure 5, a complete B4C charac-
teristic curve of reactivity, ök(h), is mes.sured in position 4
an off-center pos i tion in the inner core zone Zl •
The controI rod 1s of the type Na-:s,.C, and occupies only one
Sl'ßÄK element (5.44 x 5.44 cm). The core also contains three
B4C rods full;y inserted in pos i tions 1, 2 and 3.
2.4.2. This is a case requiring a three-di.mensional geometrical model,
and moreover, best suited to a synthesis solution. Only two
2-D calculations are performed w1th, respectively:. B4C and Na
in position 4. The two trial functions so obtained are then
combined in KASY with the axial position of the interface
Na-B
4C
as a variable parameter. ,The total computer time
per point of the curve Ls small..
2.4.3. Table VII gives the reactivity changes calculated by KASY.
The zero of the reactivity scale has been fixed at the core·
midplane which is in the linear portion of the characteristic
curve. The curve obtaine!is shown in Figure 8.
* .On Figure 8, the measurements are also drawn. The rea.ctivity changes
are converted .fram 6k in ~ using a ßeff value er 510 10-5 [4] •
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2.4.4. One interesting synthesis problem is raised here concern-
ing two extreme cases (ruu B
4
C er full Na). It seems
consistent to always combine the two trial functions,
but the extreme cases require only one trial func-
tion (Bq.C· or Na). Theresults obtained for the extreme
cases with one or two trial f'Unctions are not identical j
but the difference, fortunately 18 small. The use of two
fUnctions throughout produces a smoother eurve.
Ta.ble VII. SNEAK-2C, case three : characteristie eurve.
Insertion depth or B4C (cm)
(B4C is replacing Na. downwards)
.'








Lower blanket region : 121 .,
Ak (10-5) obtained with 2 trial
funetionsjbetween braekets










2.4.5. The eonsistency of the results 1s noticeable in spite of
their small magnitude. They represent very elose values




3.1 • The first chapter of this report has been devoted tothe test of'
the 3-D flux synthesis method öf the KASY program wi.th respect to
results obtained by a direct 3-D program 'lRITON. Both tests consi-
dered were representative of fast breeders.
The keff val.ues obta.ined by KASY are quite ~;tisfactOry. ibey differ
from the TRITON keff values by less than 10 , but -with an appropriate
choice of three trial functions in the synthesis method the diffe-
, -4
rence Ls reduced to 10 •
Concerning the reactivity differences due to the insertion, partial
or full, of a control rod in 8. center or off-center position, the &
obtained by KASY are remarkably identical with the mITON results
-4wi.thin the convergence accuracy of 10 •
The results or comparison of flux and reaction rate maps indi-
cate that, if one excludes blanket corners, the outer
boundary of the axial. blanket, or corner points of the core, the
agreement Ls generally satisfactory.
3.2 • In the secend cha.pter, i t has been shown how rea.dily applicable the
KASY synthesis is in the evaluation of a. diversified
seräes of control rod experiments, and particularly to reactivity
changes and spatial rate traverses in a fast breeder coze contain-
ing one or several control rods in various positions.
The reactiVity changes are calculated very accurately. The portion
er the :f'1881on traverses located witbin the eore bas an error nOt
larger than 1 ;, due to the S1Yltbesis approximation.
T'ae mzaber of mesa points used in the KASY calculatlons was 7 times
too large for the TRITON program in its present version.
KASY proves therefore to be a very flexible taol, requiring a quite
acceptable computer time for the nature of the problems involved.
..,29 ..,
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-APPENDIX 1-
NtJ.mRICAL DATA (COMPOSITION, GEG1ETRY, fREPARATION) •
A.l. The geometrica.1. modeLs used for the comparison KASY-TRITON
(Chapter 1) are descrlbed in Table I below and represented in
Figure 1 (ZPR-III-48) and Figure 2 (SNEAK-2C).
A.2 • The model corresponding to ZHt-IlI-assembly 48 [61 is a quarter
of' a transversal section of the core , The entire core heigbt is
represented for the case of the control rod half in, and half
the height (with a symmetry condition) is represented for the
cases rod in and rod out.
The control rod, placed at the center, is rela.tively sma1.l. It
occupies 0.18 ~ 01' the core section. The core has a volune 01'
370 liters and is surrounded by 8. ;0-;3 eIn thick blanket in the
radial and axial directions. A 10-15 an stainless steel reflec-
tor was added around the system (with the flux equal to zero at
tbe external boundary) in order to imprave the boundary condi-
tion in the blanket.
The atom densities are given in table A.1. of tbe .Appendix 2.
Tbe core contains uc - PUC fuel, with an enricbment 01' about
18 '" (fissile to totaJ. U + Pu), mixed witb Na and stainless
steel. Tbe blanket is depleted uranium and steel. The contral
rod contains 90 eJ, enriched B4C, mixed with Na and steel, with a
Na and steel f'ollower.
A.,. The SNEAK-2C model used for the comparison KASY-iRlTON (Chap-
ter 1) i8 a quarter 01' the core horizontal section.. Ha1.f the
height of the system. is represented with a symmetry condition.
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Two cases are calcQlated : a reference oase, ~rlthout control rads
and a "rod in" case, with a tantalum contral rad placed in an off-
center position at the boundary cf the two radial core zones of
different enrl.chements , Such a rod, 10.88 cm x 10.88 cm, occupies
0.81 $ of the core section. The core has a volune of 880 liter.
In the simplified model used here, 60 ~ of the core are plutonium
fuelled and 40 'fr; uranium fuelled. There are two radial zones Zl
and ~ in the plutonium zone, with respective enz-Lchment.s of about
18 10 and 25 'J, (fissile on to.talU + Pu). Moreover both plutonium
zones consist each oft~~ batches, made, respectively, of rodlets
K(MASURCA) and platelets (SNEAK), but the homogenized compositions
are approximately the same.
These compositions are given in Table A.l. or the Appendix 2. The
core contains U02 - Pu02, steel and sodium, the blanket contains only
depleted uranium. There isno outer reflector (outer boundary condi-
tion : extrapolated flux equalto zero). The absorber rod contains
tantalum, mixed with aluminium and steel.
* On Loan from the MAStJRCA facility, Cadazache Center of the Cemmissariat
a l'Energie Atomique, France .•
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Table I. Geometrical models
used ror the conrparison KASY-TRlTOl~ (Chapter j).
A. Zffi-llI-48 (fig. 1)
X or Y direction Axial direetion Z




Designation dary mesh dimension daryJlesh dimension
point (cm) tion point (cm)
Control rod 4 2·TI Core 6 38.18
Core aroundcontrol rod 6 8.3:' Blanket 9 68.66




B. SEEAK.;.2C (fig. 2)
..
X direction Y direction
Z direction
( upper hal.f of the core
lauter
Outer Outer euter euter Outer
Designation mesh




sion sion gnation sionpoint ( cm) point ( cm) point (cm)
Z SNEAK 8 38.08 Blanket 6 27.20 Blanket 6 27.20
Zl_around
contra1 rod 10 43.52 ~ 8 38.08 Core 7 30.71
Control rod 18 54.40 2e MASURCA 10 48.96 Core 13 57·35
Ze. SNEAK around
59.84 16 81.60control rod 20 Z:t MAStRCA
~ SliEAK 21 65.28 Zt SliEAK 22 92.48
Blanket 26 ~.48
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A.4 •. 'l'he preceding SNEAK-2C model -was a simplified one,only used for
the sake of the comparison KASY-TRlTON in Chapter j. In Chapter 2
one is concerned ~~th tue different core configurations effectively
realized in the SNEAK-2C series. They consist of, respectively,
494 and 539 SNEAK core elements with equivalent radii of' 68.1 and
71.1 cm, These configurations are represented in Figures :; and 5.
For the sake of the calculations, the exact core conftgurations are
replaced by calculation models symmetrical with respect to the
North-South axfs , Figure 4 shovs the 180 0 model used to represent
the actual configuration of the core with 494 elements as sho~~ in
Figure 3. Such a siDlplification and some other slight departures
from reality have a. negligible influence on the results of the ce.l-
culations.
The eommentis on composition already made for the simplified model
apply also tothe exactmodels, except that the lattercomprise a
150 0 plutonil.il1 seetor in a urandun core, and that Cl. portion of the
radial blanket, referred to aa a breederblanket, is constructed of
a mixture of ü0
2
(depleted), sod1um aril. steel. All control rods
worths and traverses are measured in the plutonium seetor and the
traverses extend through the breeder blanket. The compozitions or
the cont.roä r00.8 (B4C, Ta ) and their respective followers (Na,Al)
are given with the core and blanket compositions in Table A.l. of
the Appendix 2. ~e rods s1mulate safety 01' shim zods as
currently envisaged for fast breeders.
The SNF.-.AK-2C core Ls 60.:; an high. The lower and upper axial blan-
kets are 30.5 on thick. ihe axial blanket 18 censtructed of nor-
mal SNEAK blanket platelets (depleted uranium) except in the Po 8,i-
tionsof the control rods , The abaorbez- or fol1ovrer portion of
the control rods extends out or the core through the upper axial
blanket.
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Table II below describes the geometrical model used in the SltE.AK
evaluation, core wi th 494 elements (Chal'ter 2). The total number
of mesh points used in Kl\SY (50 x 32 x 33 = 52,800) greatly exceeds
the ma.ximum a Ll.ovab.Le number in the present version of TRITON (8000).
Table II. Geometrical model
used in the SNEAK evaluation (Chapter 2)
Core with 494 elements (Figure 3).
I J.O I 4O.;.'t) I I;;i!'~ O.LanKe"G I ,:> I 121.:> II 1.) I 0) ",0 I








dimen- Designation mesb dimen- Designation mesh dimen-sion sion sionpoint (00) point (cm) point (an)
SW'~ blanket 6 27.20 mmAK bl~lket l. , 6 .,:?I,,"':Alt blo>Jket 7 }o.5
~.~I SNEAK b1=ket '+~ lO 8 21.20 Core 27 90.8- ~ - ~/ I ~ _/ -""!__ ._ ... . -- ..... ,- ... -
~ MASURCA 16 81.60 ~ 22 65.28
Zl SNEAK 34 130·56 Z1 MASURCA 28 81.60
Zl SNEAK ~SNEAK 32 SQ.48 I
Around control
rod 36 1,6.00








A.5. In the ZPR-nI case, the cross-sections used are 5 group condensed
cross-sections~obtained by weighting ABBN [7] 26-group sections









10.5 MeV - 0.8 MeV
800 keV - 100 keV
100 keV - jO keV
10 keV - 1 keV
1 keV - 0
In theSNEAK-2C case, the cross-sectians used are 4 group condensed
cross-sections~obtained by vreighting NAP-H.ID [8] 26-group cross-
sections 'with one-dimensional f'luxes. The 4 broad groups comprise







10.5 lvleV - 1.4 MeV
1.4 MeV - 0.4 MeV
0.4 BeV - 21.5 keV
21.5 keV - 0
A.6. According to recommendations originating from the contral rod study
reported in [9,10], the control rod (absorber and folIower part) ,-laS
each time surrounded by a fuel zone of influence, of normal core
composition but having fe"l group cross-sections condensed using as
weighting spectrum that of the conaidered subzone • Such creation
of ty.lO different few group section sets for the core, respectively
unperturbed and perturbed by the control rod, allows one to mintmize
the errors due to the group condensation.
*Few group cross- sections were used in order to 11mit the computer time.
But there is no limitation on the nmber of groups in KASY.
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Another recommendation of 19,101 has been followed but only for
the comparison KASY-mITON (Chapter 1) : the mesh spacing hasbeen
refined in the control rod and in its close vicinity.
A.7. In the two-dimensional calculations for the synthesis, the transverse
bucklings, energy and region independent, (see paragraph 1.1.7.)
were :
8 8 -4 -2: • 10 an
1.16 10-3cm-2
ZPR-III-48 (16.36 an core height)
SNEAK-2C (60.' an core height) :
,
A.8. The convergence criterion used in all the calculations was 10-3 on
half the difference between the maximun and minimum. keff values •
This cor-responds to a higher accuracy in keff, wich was the
following :
3-D mITON < 10-4
2-D DIXY < 10-4
(preparation of JtASY)
3-D synthesis KASY < 10-5
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-APPENDIX 2-
TAB L E S.












Z1R-III-48, "Rod Out", Flux Map.
zm-llI,-48, "Rod H~lf Inn, Flux of Groupl, Deviations
KASY-TRITON.
ZFR-III-48, "Rod Half In", Flux of Group 2, Deviations
KASY-TRITON •
ZPR-Ill-48, "Rod Half In", Flux of Group 3, Deviations
KASY-TRITON •
ZP.R-Ill-48, "Rod Half In", Fission Rate (in Core and
Blanket Regions), Capture rate (in Control Rod Region).
DeviationsKASY-TRITON •
SNEAK-2C, "Rod In", Flux Map.
SEEAK-2C, "Rod In", Flux of Group 1, Deviations KASY-TRITON.
SEEAK-2C, "Rod In", Flux of Grou,p 2, Devia.tions KASY-TRIT011.
SNEAK-2C, "Rod In", Flux ofGroup 3, Dev1ations KASY- TRITOl~ •
i
SNEAK-2C, "Rod In", Flux of Group 4, Deviations KASY-TRITON •
SNEAK-2C, "Rod In", Fission Rate (in Core and Blanket







Pa.rt A : ZPR-III-48
1 2 , 4 5
Elements









Cr .7189 .2681 .1193 .1264 .'512
Fe 2.677'5 .998'5 .4444 ...4.710 1.3080
Ni ·3537 .1330 .0587 .0622 .~728
Mo .(Q06
C .6350 2.0767






Part B : SNEAK-2C
1 2 3 4 5 6
Elements Zt ·SNEAK ~ SNEAK Zt Z2 Rl Re(Typ 12) (Typ 1}) MASURCA MAStRCA (Typ 10) (Typ 11)
if35 .0044 .0031 .0019 .0012 .1876 .2533
;38 .6022 .5083 .6469 .5277 .6511 .5850
'Pu2}9 .1276 .1684 .1210 .1614 - -
Pu
240 .0115 .0151 .0112 .0149 - -
Pu
241 .0010 .0014 .0011 .0014 - -
Pu
242 .00005 .00007 .0<>013 .00018 - -
er1 ) .3234 .3nO .3442 .3485 .3581 .3181
Fe :1 .1960 1·3098 1.2548 1.2786 :1 .2164 1.2082
N12) .2281 .1m .1749 .1699 .1867 .2360
I I I I I I
I
0 1.2592 1.3949 1.15g( 1.15g( .9022 1.0051
C .0051 .0061 - - .3050 .2529
:Na .8g{5 .7109 .8856 .8856 .87'3 .9518
Al3) .0006 .241.9 - - - -
Si .0153 .oise - I - .0164 .01 47
Ti .0008 .ooai - - .0026 .0016
H - - - - .ooea .0018
B
10 - - - - - -
:8
11 - - - - - -
Ta - - - - - -
1)Mn has been 8.ssimilated to er
2)Co has been a.ssimilated to Ni
})Mg has been assimilated to Al
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TABLE A.1.
Part B : SNEAK.-2C ( eon'tinued)
7 8 9 10 11 12
Na. Al SNEIK
Breeder
Elements B4C rod Ta. rod bla.nketfollower follower bla.nket (i)p 17-2)
/" - - - - .0176 .0075
/38 - - - - 4.1840 1.cycgr
Pu2'9 - - - - - -
Pu240 - - - - - -
Pu
241 - - - - - -
Pu2~ - - - - - -
Cr1) .2552 .3170 .3505 .'505 .106' .1824
Fe .~93 1.0728 1.1'789 1.1789 .'957 .6290
Ni2) ..1176 ..184"i ..16~~ e16~~ e 1717 .1040
0 - - - - - 2.0911
C 1.2096 .0043 .OCYC9 .~9 - .0045
Na. - 1.6611 - - - .6644
Al3) .0504 - 2.5868 4.3865 - ·5200
Si .0172 .0173 .0365 .0505 - .0108
Ti - - .01;7 .0167 - .0005
H = = = = = .0009
B
10
.9449 - - - - -
B11 '.8762 - - - - -
Ta. - - 1.6537 - - -
l)Mn has been assimUated to Cr
2)co has been assimilated to Ni
,)Mg has been assimilated to Al
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TABLE A.2.
ZPR-III-48 " rod out, flux map
(For eachmesh-point, 5 group fluxes" 1 to 5)
~ 1 4 7 10 12 13 15 17
417 481 474 *, 215 129 20 2.9
1000 1000 960 755 526 416 158 45
1 539 539 519 410 !80 2\T( 68 19
147 145 136 106 64 37 6.4 1.3
35 36 30 22 12 6.5 0.9 0.1
464 468 461 353 209 125 19 2.8
973 gf3 935 734 510 404 153 43
2 525 ,e5 ~ 399 273 2~ 66 18
143 142 132 104 62 35 6.2 1.3
35 34 28 21 12. 6.3 .8 .1
424 427 421 322 191 114 17 2·5
897 8117 861 676 469 331 141 39
:; 485 485 466 :;68 25! 185 61 11
132 1}O 122 % 57 33 5·7 1.2
32 ~ 21 20 1.1 5.8 .8 .1
357 :;60 356 212 161 96 15 2.1
178 178 745 584 40lJ· 319 120 34
I. J.~1 J.~1 l.f\O 111 Q ~1'7 1t:..r>. C::;~ 1C::;.... --- ... I -.- ... 11 '"T'v,7 I ""'7 I .. ... , I .J.-V'" 11 ./'- I .:L,./ I113 112 ~ _. 81 49 28 4.9 1.0104
21 27 22 11 9. 4.9 ·7 .1
.. 264 261 264 201 118 70 11 1.6
632 6~ 603 471 322 251 94 27
5 338 :;31 324 254 17:; 125 41 12
86 65 79 61 31 21 :;.8 .8
20 20 16 12 1· 306 ·5 .1
147 147 1140 106 61 26 6.4 1.1
483 484 466 :;61 239 117 66 19
6 241 241 228 171 115 83 16 8.6
48 41 41 }1 18 :11 2.4 .6
10.1 9.6 1.3 5.3 :;..0 1.6 .3 < .1
40 39 31- 23 13 8.4 2.3' 0.5
2:;6 234 211 160 105 77 33 10
7 109 106 se 70 ~. 34 15 4.7
14.7 13.8 9.9 7.3 4.0 300 .1 < .1
2.7 2.5 1.5 1.0 Of; 0.3 .1 < .1
9.7 9.4 6.9 4.9 2.9 2.0 0.7 0.2
89 88 75 56 37 27 13 4.4
8 41 40 .,39 24 16 12 5.8 2.0
.4 .4 e .3 .2 .1 0.1 < .1 < .1
.7 .6 .3 .2 .:t. 0.1 < .1 < .1
Boundaries are doublelined (in fact X = 4 or 1', for example, are on the boundar-tea)




flux of group 1
~K - ~T
Deviations KASY - TRITON: ------- (in ~)
~T
~ 1 4 7 10 12 13 15 17, - 3 + 0.9 +8 + 6 + 0.' - 8 -58 -75
4 - 7 - 4 +2 - 0·3 + 0.6 - 4 -45 -63
5 - 0.' + 0.1 + 0.1 - 0.2 + 1.4 ... 4.8 ..10 -20
6 + 0.6 + 0.4 - + 0.' + 1.0 + 1.7 +2 + 1
7 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0·5 + 0.9 + 1.3 +2 + 4
8 + 0.6 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.6 + 0.9 + 1.2 +2 + 4
9 + 0.8 + 0.5 + 0.3 + 0.6 + 1.1 + 1.3 + 2 + 4
10 + 0.2 + 0.4 + 0·5 + 0.5 + 1.0 + 1.3 +2 + 5
11 + 0.2 + 0:4 + 0·7 + 0.6 + 0.9 + 1.5 + 2 + 6
12 + 0·3 + 0.5 + 0.6 - + 0.9 + 1.6 + 4 + 7
13 + 0·5 + 0.4 + 0·5 + 0·5 + 1.0 + 1.5 +4 +7
14 + 0.6 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.3 + 1.2 + 2.5 +4 + 5
15 - 1.0 - 0.8 + 0.6 -0.2 + 1.5 + 5.4 - 8 -16
16 - 9 - 8 + 4 + 0.' - 0.4 - 4. -43 -60
17 - 6 - 6 +11 + 5 + 0.1 - 9 -57 -77
I





fiux or group 2'
~K - ~T
Deviations KASY - mITON : --~--:;:... (in ~)
~T
.~ 1 4 7 10 ~2 13 15 17
3 - + 9 + 6 + 7 +1j +18 - 1. -22
4 + 5 + 4 - 1.0 - :1 .2 + 4 +12 - ~ -13
5 + 7 + 5 - 1.5 - !.5 + :1 .0 + ).5 +10 + """
6 + 1.1 + 0·7 - 0.; - 0.1 + :1 ..4 + '.0 + 4 + <:;./..
+ 0.47 + C.5 + 0.1 + 0.3 + :1 ..~ + 1.6 +2 + 4
8 + 0·7 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.6 + 1.0 + :1 ., +2 + 4
9 + 1.0 + 0·7 + 0.3 +0.7 + 1.0 + 1 ~ + 2 + 3
10 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.5 + 0.7 + 0.9 + 1.2 + ., + 2
11 - 0.4 0* + 0.6 + 0.7 + 0.8 + 1.0 + 1 + 2
12 - o.! - + 0.6 + 0·7 + 0.9 + :1.2 + ., + !
13 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.5 + 0.6 + 1.1 + 1.7 + 1 + :1
14 + 0.7 + 0.4 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 1.4 + 3.2 + 3 + ~
15 +5 + 3 - -0.2 + :1 .9 + 9.6 + 9 + ..
16 + , + 1 + 0.7 - 0.8 + 3 +11 - ; -20
17 + 9 +7 + 9 +7 +10 +16 - 8 - 31
*Nomalisatien point
ZFR-nI-48, rod half in,
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TABLE A.5.
flux of grou,p 3.
~K - ~i'
Deviat10ns KASY - TRI'l'ON : .....;;;.....-...;;;... (in 'f,)
~T
10 12 13
+7 +11 + 9
+2 + 5 + 5
c; + 2.8 + 7·1- ./
+ 0.2 + 1 .6 -+ 2.6
+ 0.4 + 1.3 + 1.7
+ 0.7 + 1.0 + 1.4
+ 1.2 + 1.3 + 1.3

































+ 1 - 2
+ 3 + 4
+2 + 4
+ 2 + 5
+2 + 4
+ 2 + ;
+ j .... ~. "'-
12 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0·7 + 0·5 + 0.7 + ] .2 + 2 + 2
13 + 0.5 + O.~ .. 0.4 + 0·5 + 1.1 + 1.7 +e +'
14 + 0.8 + 0.3 - 0.2 + 0.3 + 1.8 + ;.0 + ; +2
15 + 1.7 + 0·5 - 0.9 - 0.; + 3.0 + 7.5 + 1 - 3
16 + 0.1 - 2 + 0.8 +2 + 5 + 6 -19 -30





Zffi-III-48, rod half in, fission rate (in core and blanket regions)
capture rate (in control rod region)
FK - FT
Deviations KASY - TRITON: (in '1»FT
~ 1 4 4 1 10 12 13 15 17, + , + 6 +2 + 8 + 6 +2 - 1 -46 -63
4 - 1 + 1 ,- 3 +2 - 1 + 2 - 5 -36 -52
5 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.5 - 1.6 - 1.5 + 1.1 ".. 6.6 - 8 -16
6 - 0.3 - 0.6 - 0.4 - 0.4 - 0.9 + 0.5 ".. 2.3 +2 + 2
1 - 0.4 - 0.1 - 0·5 - 0·7 - 0.4 + 0.3 ".. 1.0 + 2 + 4
8 - 0.1 - 0·5 - 0.4 - 0.7 - 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.8 +2 + 4
9 + 0.9 - - 0.1 - 0.6 - +0.3 + 0.8 + 2 + 4
10 - 0.8 - - 0·3 - 0.3 - 0.2 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 2 +4
11 - 0"0 _ 0_<:; - (LC:; - - 0.2 - ... 0.6 + 2 + <:;--." -_." --." ."
12 - 0.6 - 0.5 - 0·5 - 0.2 - 0.4 + 0.1 ".. 0.8 + 4 + 6
13 - 0.4 - 0.5 - 0.5 - 0.3 - 0.3 + 0·3 + 1 .1 + 4 + 6
14 - 0.1 - 0.4 - 0.4 - 0·1 - 0.6 + 0.7 + 2.4 + 4 + 5
15 + 2.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 - 0.9 - 1.0 + 0·1 + 1·0 - 6 -13
16 -2 -, - 8 + 4 - - + 5 -34 -51
17 + , +2 I - 5 +10 +6
+2 - 8 -45 -66I
- ll-8 -
SNEAK-2C, rod in, f1ux map
(4 group fluxes, 1 to 4)
- .112011-82".
~ 1 5 10 14 20 21 23 26
.25 .2, .18 .17 .10 ·07 .03 ·OQ3
1 4..2 3.9 2.8 2.4 1.6 1.2 .57 .061
13 12 11 11 5.7 4.2 2.0 .14
.80 .13 .63 .65 .33 .25 .12 .065
2.1 2.0 1.4 1.2 .18 ·55 .20 .02
3
28 26 17 15 10 7.8 '.4 .34
125 115 87 80 I 52 39
18 1.3
10 9.2 6.2 5.4 3.9 2·9. 1.' ·72
17 .16 10 8.4 5.8 3·7 ·76 ·05
5
100 5*? 59 49 36 27 9.9 .86
371 ~1 243 217 148 112 . 46.5 2.9
40 37 22 19 14- 10 3.6 .17
55 51 28 20 19 11 1.4 ·07
6 168 154- 98 17 61 46 15 1.2
C)86 C)7{7 7(7"> ~6 2~ 180 66 I. ().........
..... ·4 i::: ).4 .~,';1
lö4 % 56 37 37 23 2.4 .10
8 229 210 141 1111- 88 70 23 1.7756 694 505 4~ 315 255 911- 5·5
152 139 74 52 48 33 7.9 .~
.'
138 128 14 49 49 ,31 3.2 .13
10 284 261 177 145 112 90 29 2.2
9CT( 833 616 521 387 317 117 6.9
194 178 95 67 62 43 10 .40
157 145 85 56 55 35 3.6 .15
13 318 293 199 163
126 lce 33 2.5
1000 919 678 585 430 35' 132 7·7
217 199 107 15 69 48 11 -.45
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TABLE A.8.
SNEAK-2C, rod in, flux of group 1
t K - t T
Deviations KASY - TRITON: ~ (in '/»
T
for the three synthesis considered, using respectively, 1, 2 end 3 trial runc-
tions •
.~ 1 5 10 14 20 21 23 26
+45 +46 + 9 -22 +30 +13 -72 -89
1 +41 +42 +7 -24 +40 +39 +13 +96
+54 +53 +7 -28 +27 +29 +22 +121
- - 2 -19 -36 - 3 -13 -47 -88
3 - - 4 -20 -'57 +2 - j -27 +45
+ 5 + 1 -21 -40 - 6 - 7 -20 +68
- 1 - 1 - 8 ..27 + 5 + 3 -47 -64
5 - 2 - 1 - 8 -27 + 6 + 8 -22 +~
+ 2 + 1 - 9 -29 + 2 + 2 ·'6 +61
- 0.8 - 0.4 + 5.0 + 1.0 + 4.8 +:1 0.8 - 9 -23
6 - 0.6 - 0.4 + 5.0 + 1.0 + 4.8 +10.8 -14 -51
I I +0.2 I + 0.2 11 + 4., I - 0·5 +2.2 I + 8.' I -'2 I -29 I
..
+ 0.5 + 0.4 + 2.0 + ,.0 + 2.2 + 2.6 + 2 + 3
8 + 0.5 + 0., + 2.0 +,.0 + 2.2 + 2.6 + 5 +15
+ 0.2 - + 1.1 + 1.9 + 0.5 + 0.9 + 1 + 3
+ 0.6 + 0.2 + :L5 +1.9 + 1.8 + 2.•1 + 2 + 5
10 + 0.6 + 0.1 + 1.5 + 1.e + 1.6 + 2., + , +12
+ 0.2 - 0., + 0.5 + 0.8 + 0.4 + 0.7 + j +5
+ 0.' + 0.7 + L2 + 1.4 + 1.6 + 1·7 + , + 4
13 + 0.2 + 0.; ... j.1 + 1.4 + 1.6 + 1·7 + ; +6
- 0.2 - 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0.; + 2 + ,
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SNEAK-2C, rod in, fiux of graup 2
~K - ~T
Dev1ations KASY - 'fRITON : t (in ".,)
T
for the three syntheses considered using respectively, 1., 2 and , trial tunc-
tions
~ 3, 5 10 14 20 21 23 26
+52 +:51 i +44 +38 +6~ +74 +19 -15
1 +50 +49 +43 +37 +63 +80 +38 +e4
+63 +:59 +41 +31 +:50 +66 +41 +50
- 1 - ~ + ! - 3 + 8 +16 -:14 ...~,
- 2 - 1 + 1 - , + 9 -ie - 8 -22
+ 5 + 4 - - 7 + :1 + 9 - 6 - 1+
- 2 - 2 +5 + 4 + 9 +19 + 5 - 8
5 - 1 - ., + 5 + 4 + 8 +17 - 4 -}O
+2 + j +4 + 1 + 3 +11 - 2 -14
- 1·7 - 1. .2 + 6.9 +:11.1 + 8., +11 .7 +17 +11
I 6 ~ 0.8 J ~ 0.5 n + 7." I +11.1 J + 7.2 J +11.4 + '3t J -29 J.J
+ 1.4 +1.2 + 6.6 +10.9 + 3.3 +1~ .0 + 3 -18
- 0.7 - 0.2 + !.8 + '.3 + 4.1 + ,., +7 + 8
8 - 0·5 -0.1 + 2.0 + 3.4 + '·9 + 4.9 + 4 -
+ 0.1 -0.1 + 2.2 + 2.0 + j ., + 2.' +2 -
+ 0.1 + 0.' + 1.4 + 1.6 + 2.1 + ~.7 + 3 +'
10 + 0.1 + 0.' + 1.4 + 1.6 + 2.1 + 2.6 + 3 + 4
+ 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.4 + :1 .0 + 1 +2
+ 0.' + 0." +1.2 - 0.' + 1.7 + 2.3 +2 + ,
13 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 1.2 - 0.5 + 1.8 + 2.' + 3 + 4- 0.1 - 0.2 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 0.4 + 0.8 +1 +2
- 51 -
~LE A.10.
SNEAK-2C, rod in, flux er group 5
~ - ~
Deviations KASY _ TRITON: K T (in ~)
~T
for the three syntheses considered using respectively, 1, 2 and , trial rune-
tions
~ 1 5 10 14 20 21 25 26
+72 +714- +45 +21 +78 +99 +56 +31
1 +11 +13 +45 +21 +80 +1<:2 +69 +51
+80 +80 +43 +18 +69 +90 +10 +15
+ 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 +1 +11 - 6 -23, - + 1 - 1 - 1 +1 +18 - 2 -16
+ 5 + 4 - 2 - 9 + 1 +11 - 2 - 5
- 1 - 1 + 3 - + 9 +18 + 6 -
5 - 1 - 1 + 3 - + 8 +17 + 1 -12
+2 + 1 +2 - 2 + 4- +12 + 1 - ,
- 1.4 - 1.2 + 5.9' + 8.1 + 8.1 +15.6 +18 +15
6 - 0.6 - 0.2 + 6., " - /.(') +13.0 ,. -121 1 I 11 +O~ + 0.0 I I + 0 I I
+ 1.2 + 0.9 + 5.4 + 6.3 + 3·5 + 9.3 + 6 - 5
..
- 0.8 - 0.4 + 1.9 + 3.1 + 4.6 + 6.3 +8 + 9
8 - 0·3 - + 2.1 + '.1 + 4.2 + 5.4 + 4 - :I
+ 0.6 + 0.4 + 1.2 + 1.1 + 1.8 + 2.8 + 3 +1
- 0.2 + 0.1 + 1.4 + 1.9 + 2·1 + '.1 + 5 + 4
10 - 0.1 + 0.1 + 1.4 + 1.9 + 2·5 + 2.9 + 4 +2
+ 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.5 + 0.1 + 0.8 + 0.9 +2 +2
o· + 0.2 + 1 ..1 + 1.5 +2.2 + 2.' + , + ,
13 0 + 0.2 + 1.1 + 1.5 + 2.1 + 2.3 +2 + 3




SNEAK-2C, rod in, flux ot: group 4
~K - ~T . .
Deviations KASY - mIrell: qp (in ~)
T
for the three syntheses considered using respectively, 1, 2 and -' trial func-
tions
!~ 1 5 10 14 20 21 23 26
-81 -80 +23 -15 +69 +41 -'1 -48
1 ..82 -8'. +24 -10 +72 +78 +64- + 113
..82 -81 +23 -11 +70 +74 +57 +101
+ 8 + 9 -13 -29 - 9 -15 -56 -68, + -' + 4 -12 -25 - + 4 - 4 +18
+ -' + 5 -13 -26 - 1 + 1 - 7 +13
+ 3 + 4 - 6 -21 - 2 - 6 -'9 -47
5 + 1 + 1 - 6 -18 + 3 + 4 - 4 +19
+ 1 + 1 - 7 -19 +2 + 2 - 8 +13
+1.2 + 1.6 + '.0 - 1.9 + 1.8 + ,., -11 -16
I J::. I + 0.7 J ... 1.1 J ... '.2 J - 1.1 IJ + '.2 I +6.2 + 1 I +12 Iv
+ 0.4 ._.. + 0.8 + 2·5 - 2.0 + 2.0 + 4.7 - 2 + 5
- 0.2 ... 0.' + 1.5 + 2.1 + 2.4 + 2.6 + 2 +2
8 ... 0.2 + 0.' + 1.6 + 2.2_ ... 2.7 + 3.0 + 4- +7
- 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.8 + 1.1 + 1.1 + 1.4 + 2 + 4
- 0.1 + 0.1 +1.2 + 1.7 + 2.1 + 2.5 + 3 + 4-
10 - 0.1 + 0.1 + 1.2 ... 1·7 + 2.1 + 2.6 + 3 + 5
- 0.1 - 0.1. ... 0.4 + 0.6 + 0.6 + 1.0 + 1 + 3
- ... 0.2 ... 0.8 ... 1.4 + 1.8 + 2.0 ... , ... 4
13 - ... 0.2 ... 0.8 ... 1.4 + 1.8 + 2.1 + 3 ... 4
- 0.1 - 0.1 - + 0.' + 0.4 + 0.6 + 1 +2
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TABLE A.12.
SNEAK-2C, rod in, fission rate (in core and blanket regions)
Cap17ure rate (in control rod region)
FK - FT
Deviations KASY - TRITON : F (in %)
T



























-10 - 2 +10
-11 + 6 + 8



























- 6 + 6
- 5 + 7











- - ....... t." .s.· '" .." e- __ 1. ~.. L 1.1- 4:':.) 1- 1.( I 'f' ~·.71 ,. ~.v I T '::.:;11 T ~.:; I T 0":-11
- 1.9 - 1.5 + 4.6 + 4.6 + 2.3 + 4.3 + 9.4











- 2.0 - 1.7 + 0.3 + 0.3 + 1.4 + 2.5 + 2.9 + 3
- 1.6 - 1.4 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1.5 + 2.4 + 2.9 + 4
- 0.6 - 0.7 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.8 + 0.5 + 1.2 + 1
- 1.3 - 1.4 - 0.2 - 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.8 + 1.2· + 2
- 1.4 ..; 1.4 - 0.1 - 0.:1. + 0.3 + 0.7 + 1.2 + 2
- 008 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 0.4 + 0.2 - 0.3 - + 1
- 1.5 - 1.' - 0.6 - 0.5 - 0.6 + 0.4 + 0.5 + 2
- 1.4 - 1.3 - 0.5 - 0.4 - 0.3 + 0.4 + 0.6 + 2




















Geometrical model ZPR-III-48 used for the comparison
KASY-TRITON.
Geometrical model SNEAK-2C (simplified) used for the
comparison KASY-TRlTON.
SNEAK-2C Control rodexper~ents, core with 494 elements.
SNEAK-2C Control rod exper~ents, core with 494 elements,
calculational model.
SNEAK-2C Control rod expertments, core with 539 elements,
calculationa.l model.
KASY results campared to TRITON results, off-center contral
rod in a two-zone core (SNEAK-2C) tI
Radial fission rate traverse in the core midpla.ne in the
presence of three control rods lIa-BI.C half inserted.
'+






















x=o 2.71 831 41.55













Fig.l Geometrical model ZPR -m-48
used tor the comparisonKASY -TRITON
above : trnnsverscl section . in the core midplane ( Z =1or 10 )
below : ax ial section in the plane Y =1
Z=o
































+ ROD I. -,_.&...-....a.. ...a- _1 8 10 18 20 21
33.08 54.40 65.28
43.52 59.84
Geometrlcal model SNEAK-2C( simplitied )
used tor the comparison KASY - TRITON
above : horizontal sectiori in the core midplane (Z =13 )
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Fig.3 SNEAK- 2C Control Rod Experiments
Core with 494 elements
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Fig.4" SNEAK- 2C Control Rod Experiments






Zone of influence of the control rod
r--..
• •
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Fig.5 SNEAK-2C Control Rod Experiments
Core with 539 elements. calculational model










TC CORE MIDPLANE ( cm.l
KASY results compared to TRITON results
Off-center control rod in a two-ione care (SNEAK-2 C)
Relative deviations in the fission rate FKA SY - FTRITON


































~ AI nGURE 8-
!Characteristic curve 5k = f (h)
0 ,of a B4C-Na contral rod measured
I X I
/
Tin the presence of three other I
control rads in the core :
a) absorber in,
b) foliower in,
(~x '(curves measured, points calculated---- using respectively: X 2 trial function• Io 1 trial funct10n
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